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PAUL ALAN LEVY 
 (pro hac vice to be sought) 
PUBLIC CITIZEN LITIGATION GROUP 
1600 20th Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
Telephone: (202) 588-7725 
Facsimile: (202) 588-7795 
plevy@citizen.org 
 
 
PHILLIP R. MALONE (CA Bar No. 163969)  
JUELSGAARD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY  
  AND INNOVATION CLINIC 
Mills Legal Clinic at Stanford Law School 
Crown Quadrangle, 559 Nathan Abbott Way 
Stanford, California 94305-8610 
Telephone: (650) 724-1900 
Facsimile: (650) 725-0253 
pmalone@stanford.edu 
 
Attorneys for Kevin Schlossberg, Plaintiff 
 
 
 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 

(San Jose Division) 

KEVIN SCHLOSSBERG, 
 

Plaintiff, 
 

v. 
 
QUANG-TUAN LUONG, 
 

Defendant. 
 

 Case No.  
 
COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY 
RELIEF 

 

NATURE OF THE ACTION 

1.  This is an action for declaratory relief. 

2.  Defendant Quang-Tuan Luong is a photographer and author. In 2004, he took a 

photograph of a redwood tree burl in Big Basin Redwoods State Park. The photograph is available 

on defendant’s own website, terragalleria.com (Terra Galleria), where viewers can license, 

download, or order fine art print versions of the image. 
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3.  Plaintiff Kevin Schlossberg is a businessman who operates a knife shop. He also runs a 

web site, bladeforums.com (Blade Forums), that consists of a discussion forum for knife makers, 

users, and enthusiasts. The forum contains millions of separate discussion threads containing posts 

from hundreds of thousands of members, with new threads and posts added every day.  

4.  In 2007, members of the forum began a thread about the use of wood from tree burls in 

knife handles. In the course of that discussion, one forum member posted a hyperlink to the Terra 

Galleria web site where defendant had displayed his redwood tree burl photograph; the link allowed 

viewers of the forum to see the photograph within the forum by “pulling” the image directly from 

the server where defendant had allowed it to be displayed to the viewers’ personal devices. No copy 

of the photograph was ever posted or maintained on the server for Blade Forums. This practice is 

commonly known as “deep-linking.”  

5.  Counsel for defendant sent plaintiff a demand letter dated March 22, 2019 accusing 

plaintiff of copyright infringement, threatening to sue plaintiff for such infringement, and 

demanding that plaintiff pay $2,500 to avoid having such a lawsuit filed.  

6.  After the demand letter alerted plaintiff to the posting in his discussion forums, he 

promptly took steps to remove the deep-link to the image from the web site. Through counsel, 

plaintiff has explained to defendant that, under governing law in this Circuit, plaintiff cannot be held 

liable for copyright infringement both because deep-linking to a web site where a copyrighted image 

has been displayed with the copyright holder’s permission does not constitute infringement, and 

because, as a host for the discussion forum, plaintiff neither engaged in volitional conduct to cause 

the image to appear, nor encouraged the posting of copyrighted material, nor derived financial 

benefit from the appearance of the image. 

7.  Despite this, defendant has persisted in his claim that plaintiff has infringed defendant’s 

copyright and in his demands for payment. 

8.  Accordingly, plaintiff now asks the Court for a judgment declaring that he is not liable for 

copyright infringement. 
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PARTIES 

9.  Plaintiff Kevin Schlossberg lives in Louisville, Kentucky, and operates the web site 

bladeforums.com. 

10.  Defendant Quang-Tuan Luong lives in San Jose, California, and operates the web site 

terragalleria.com to display his photographic works online. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

11.  A definite, substantial and concrete controversy exists within this Court’s jurisdiction 

between the parties concerning plaintiff’s and defendant’s rights under the United States Copyright 

Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 101 et seq. (the “Copyright Act”). Defendant, through counsel, has 

expressed an intention to commence litigation against plaintiff over plaintiff’s alleged infringement 

of the copyright in one of defendant’s photographs. 

12.  This is an action for declaratory judgment arising under the Copyright Act and the 

Declaratory Judgment Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201 and 2202. Thus, this Court has original jurisdiction 

over the subject matter of this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. 

13.  This Court has personal jurisdiction over the defendant because he is located and does 

business in this state and District. 

14.  Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1391 because defendant is a resident of 

this district under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(c)(1). 

FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

15.  Plaintiff Kevin Schlossberg runs a shop selling knives in Louisville, Kentucky. In 

addition, he has been running online discussion forum web sites since 1994. Since 1998, he has been 

running Blade Forums, a web site devoted to discussions among knife users, makers, and 

enthusiasts. 

16.  The discussion forum is organized into many separate threads, each of which contains 

multiple posts by members of the web site. At the close of April 2019, there were nearly one and a 

half million separate discussion threads on the forum, comprised of over eighteen million individual 

posts, from nearly three hundred fifty thousand members. One section of the website is devoted to 

questions and answers from knife makers.  
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17. In 2007, one of the forum members started a new thread asking about what a burl was (as 

they are sometimes used to make knife handles) and where on a tree to find one. In the ensuing 

discussion, another member embedded a hyperlink to a photograph (“redwood burl photograph”) 

hosted on the Terra Galleria web site to provide an example of what a burl looked like growing on a 

redwood tree. The embedded hyperlink, posted in late December 2007, allowed viewers of the 

discussion to see the redwood burl photograph on their own personal devices, though the photograph 

was not hosted on the Blade Forums web site itself. 

18.  Plaintiff did not post this link, and he was unaware of both the link and the existence of 

this particular discussion until defendant’s counsel wrote to him in 2019 about the photograph. 

19.  Plaintiff did not encourage the placement of the hyperlink to the redwood burl 

photograph in the discussion thread, and has derived no financial benefit from the posting. 

Currently, the Terms of Service of the web site require its users to “not use [the web site] to submit 

or link to any Content which…risks copyright infringement…or otherwise violates any laws.” 

Terms of Service and Rules, Blade Forums, https://www.bladeforums.com/help/terms (last visited 

Apr. 30, 2019). In 2007, when the discussion at issue began, the Terms of Service similarly forbade 

the posting of any copyrighted material. BladeForums.com Subscriber & User Agreement, Blade 

Forums, https://web.archive.org/web/20071017063655/http:/www.bladeforums.com/ 

copyright2.shtml (archived Oct. 17, 2007). 

20.  On information and belief, the redwood burl photograph was taken by Quang-Tuan 

Luong in 2004. 

21.  On information and belief, Luong authorized the placement of the redwood burl 

photograph on the Terra Galleria web site. 

22.  Simple technical measures enable the owner of a web site to prevent Internet users from 

seeing content posted on that web site via a deep-link on other web sites. However, Luong did not 

employ such measures to prevent the deep-linking of his photograph. 

DEFENDANT’S ACTS COMPRISING ACTUAL CONTROVERSY 

23.   Attorney Mathew Higbee sent a letter dated March 22, 2019 to plaintiff, claiming 

plaintiff was infringing defendant’s copyright because the redwood burl photograph had been 
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“identified on Blade Forums website(s) [sic],” and demanding payment of $2,500. The letter did not 

specify any license fee that defendant typically charges for the redwood burl photograph or his other 

works. The letter invited plaintiff to contact Mr. Higbee’s firm to negotiate an alternative settlement, 

but warned that unless plaintiff “cooperat[ed]” by either paying the demanded amount or putting 

forward a counteroffer, “our only option is to litigate the matter, which we frequenlty [sic] do, so 

please do not make the mistake of ignoring this.” The letter further warned that in the event of 

litigation, defendant “will ask for the maximum justifiable damages,” that “the demand amount will 

likely quadruple or more,” and that plaintiff “will likely also have to pay attorneys [sic] fees.” The 

letter is attached as Exhibit A. 

24.  Plaintiff received the March 22 letter in early April, 2019. Plaintiff immediately stopped 

the image from being displayed as part of the discussion, replaced it with a textual URL which, 

when followed, took the browser to the image on the Terra Galleria web site itself, and notified the 

Higbee firm that he had done so.   

25.  However, in the ensuing weeks, plaintiff received several phone calls and emails from a 

paralegal in the Higbee law firm, demanding payment and threatening to refer the matter to her 

firm’s litigation team. On April 9, another attorney from the Higbee law firm joined the exchange, 

emphasizing that “compensation will be made, either through settlement or litigation,” and implying 

that Higbee commonly escalated these complaints to litigation: “If you feel the need to contact any 

legal authority, please be sure to let them know that we contacted you about your violation of the 

law and my client’s property rights; rest assured, we will as well as we have done so before with 

other, previous complaints.” On April 24, the paralegal again emailed with a “last attempt to 

contact” plaintiff, warning that she “will be turning this claim over to [the] litigation team” and that 

their client would seek statutory damages. These emails are attached as Exhibit B. 

26.  On May 6, 2019, plaintiff through counsel responded with an emailed letter to 

defendant’s counsel. The response cited Ninth Circuit authority holding that hyperlinking to a 

photograph, such that the image can be viewed but still only resides on the host servers on which it 

was originally placed, does not infringe copyright. The response also cited further Ninth Circuit 

authority holding that the host for a web site, on which third parties place infringing content, is not 
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liable for infringement unless the host’s own volitional acts are responsible for the alleged 

infringement, or unless the host encouraged or derived financial profit from the alleged 

infringement. Plaintiff’s counsel insisted that defendant’s threat of copyright litigation be withdrawn 

to avoid declaratory judgment litigation, and requested that defendant’s counsel respond promptly. 

The response is attached as Exhibit C. 

27.  Defendant has not withdrawn his threat to sue for copyright infringement.  

28.  Plaintiff believes that the deep-link that a Blade Forums member posted to the 

discussion does not violate defendant’s copyright, and in any case would not constitute infringement 

for which plaintiff would be responsible, and plaintiff desires to restore the posting. However, 

plaintiff cannot do so in light of defendant’s threats of litigation seeking damages. 

CAUSE OF ACTION 

29.  A justiciable and actual controversy exists by way of defendant’s credible threat of 

immediate litigation seeking damages from the plaintiff. 

30.  Plaintiff is entitled to declaratory judgment that he is not infringing, has not infringed, 

and is not liable for infringing any valid copyright owned by defendant based on the posting of a 

hyperlink to the redwood burl photograph by a member of plaintiff’s discussion forum. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for relief against defendant as follows: 

A.  Declare that the posting (or restoration thereof) to plaintiff’s discussion forum of a 

hyperlink to a location on defendant’s Terra Galleria web site where defendant’s photograph was 

displayed with defendant’s permission, which hyperlink enabled users of the discussion forum to 

view the photograph, was not copyright infringement;  

B.  Declare that the forum member’s posting (or restoration thereof) was not infringement for 

which plaintiff is legally liable in the absence of plaintiff’s volitional acts or direct financial benefit 

from the alleged infringement; 

C. Award plaintiff’s costs and attorney’s fees against defendants as allowed by law; and 

D. Grant such other or further relief as allowed by law and the Court deems appropriate. 
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DATED:  May 8, 2019 PUBLIC CITIZEN LITIGATION GROUP 
1600 20th Street NW 
Washington, D.C. 20009 
 

 By:   /s/ Paul Alan Levy           
 (pro hac vice to be sought) 

Telephone: (202) 588-7725 
Facsimile: (202) 588-7795  
plevy@citizen.org 
 

   
  
 JUELSGAARD INTELLECTUAL 

PROPERTY AND INNOVATION CLINIC 
Mills Legal Clinic at Stanford Law School 
Crown Quadrangle, 559 Nathan Abbott Way 
Stanford, California 94305-8610 
 

 By:  /s/ Phillip R. Malone 
 Telephone: (650) 724-1900 

Facsimile: (650) 725-0253 
pmalone@stanford.edu 
CA Bar No. 163969 
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Exhibit B 



Kevin Schlossberg <spark@bladeforums.com>

Copyright (Legal) - Blade Forums - Quang-Tuan Luong - Case 531094 
Mon, Apr 8, 2019 
at 1:20 PMShannon Quarles 

<squarles@higbeeassociates.com> To: 
spark@bladeforums.com

Dear Kevin Schlossberg, 

Thank you for removing the image, we really appreciate that. However our client still needs to be compensated for the 
Unlicensed use. Our client has rights to statutory damages. Statutory damages means that the statute itself determines 
what the damages award would be depending on the situation. For UNINTENTIONAL infringement, the statute gives the 
court the discretion to award anywhere from $750 - $30,000. If the infringement is found to be INTENTIONAL the court 
may award up to $150,000. Additionally, the court would likely award court costs and attorneys fees, which can really add 
up. Our client is assuming that it was done unintentionally here which is why we are trying to handle it this way, as 
opposed to simply filing a lawsuit in court. If you are not familiar with how copyright law works our attorneys have advised 
that it may be best for you to talk with an attorney that is well versed in copyright law. Our client is willing to negotiate the 
initial demand offer. Do you have an good-faith offer you would like us to present to our client for consideration? 

Thank you,  
Shannon Quarles 
Claims Resolution Specialist  
Copyright Division 
Direct Line: 657-229-6219 
Law Offices of Higbee & Associates ( http://www.HigbeeAssociates.com ) 
1504 Brookhollow Dr. Suite 112, Santa Ana, CA. 92705 
Phone: (800) 716-1245 ext-190 -  Fax: (714) 597-6559 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient of this message or their agent, or if this message has been
addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.

http://www.higbeeassociates.com/
https://maps.google.com/?q=1504+Brookhollow+Dr.+Suite+112,+Santa+Ana,+CA.+92705&entry=gmail&source=g


Kevin Schlossberg 
<spark@bladeforums.com>

Copyright (Legal) - Blade Forums - Quang-Tuan Luong - Case 531094 
Mon, Apr 8, 2019 at 
2:02 PM

Kevin Schlossberg <spark@bladeforums.com>
To: Shannon Quarles <squarles@higbeeassociates.com>

Hi Shannon thanks for getting back to me. After further research, we will need the following:

A copy of the final, issued copyright registration for the Image, and not just the application.

A copy of the deposit materials for that registration, in order to confirm the   Image is 

encompassed within it.

A chain-of-title history of any transfer or licensing agreements surrounding the   Image, 

particularly with respect to who held any exclusive rights throughout 2019. A copy of any DMCA 

notice(s) sent on behalf of your client to terragalleria.com & other sites regarding the Image, 

between 2007-2019.

A three year history of licensing fees for the Image.

Since the offending image in question was linked in 2007 by a third party user & not site staff, you 

should also explain why you feel you have a valid copyright infringement case & how the statute of 

limitations has not been exceeded. Have a great day!

[Quoted text hidden]

http://terragalleria.com/


Kevin Schlossberg 
<spark@bladeforums.com>

Copyright (Legal) - Blade Forums - Quang-Tuan Luong - Case 531094 
Mon, Apr 8, 
2019 at 3:06 
PM

Shannon Quarles <squarles@higbeeassociates.com> To: Kevin Schlossberg <spark@bladeforums.com>
Dear Mr. Schlossberg, 
My supervising attorney would like to address the follow:

1. I have attached a screenshot of the registration which can be pulled directly from the copyright registration office. Under VA 
1-300-874

2. At this time our clients are not willing to provide deposit copy material due to this image being registered within 5 years of 
publication. This means it falls under 17 USC § 410 C, which shows the registration to be prima face evidence until and/or if 
we take this to litigation. In addition you can request a deposit copy from the copyright department if you wish to obtain one. 

3. A chain of title is not necessary since you can clearly see through the registration as the author of the image is the same as 
our client. Our client maintains ownership of the image and is pursuing the claim under that ownership. 

4. No DMCA take-down notice was necessary since we have no evidence that “Balde Forums” is properly protected under 
Safe Harbor. 

5. This image is registered timely and prior to the infringement upload of 2007. Therefore our client is seeking statuary 
damages which means we only need to prove that an unauthorized and unlicensed use occurred, showing infringement, 
and thus our clients are able to seek anywhere from $750.00 to $30,000.00. At this time our clients do not find it necessary 
to provide licensing history since we are not seeking actual damages.

6. Statue of limitations starts from the time the image is discovered to be infringed, not the time it was published.  

Thank you,  
Shannon Quarles 
Claims Resolution Specialist  
Copyright Division 
Direct Line: 657-229-6219 
Law Offices of Higbee & Associates ( http://www.HigbeeAssociates.com ) 1504 Brookhollow Dr. Suite 112, Santa Ana, 
CA. 92705 
Phone: (800) 716-1245 ext-190 -  Fax: (714) 597-6559 

http://www.higbeeassociates.com/
https://maps.google.com/?q=1504+Brookhollow+Dr.+Suite+112,+Santa+Ana,+CA.+92705&entry=gmail&source=g
https://maps.google.com/?q=1504+Brookhollow+Dr.+Suite+112,+Santa+Ana,+CA.+92705&entry=gmail&source=g


CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 
The contents of this email message and any attachments are intended solely for the addressee(s) and may contain 
confidential and/or privileged information and may be legally protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient 
of this message or their agent, or if this message has been addressed to you in error, please immediately alert the sender 
by reply email and then delete this message and any attachments. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any use, dissemination, copying, or storage of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited.

On Apr 8, 2019, at 11:02 AM, Kevin Schlossberg 
<spark@bladeforums.com> wrote:
Hi Shannon thanks for getting back to me.
After further research, we will need the following:

A copy of the final, issued copyright registration for the Image, and not just the application.

A copy of the deposit materials for that registration, in order to confirm the   Image is encompassed within it.

A chain-of-title history of any transfer or licensing agreements surrounding the   Image, particularly with respect to 

who held any exclusive rights throughout 2019. A copy of any DMCA notice(s) sent on behalf of your client to 

terragalleria.com & other sites regarding the Image, between 2007-2019.

A three year history of licensing fees for the Image.

Since the offending image in question was linked in 2007 by a third party user & not site staff, you should also explain 
why you feel you have a valid copyright infringement case & how the statute of limitations has not been exceeded.
Have a great day!

On Mon, Apr 8, 2019 at 1:20 PM Shannon Quarles <squarles@higbeeassociates.com> wrote: 
Dear Kevin Schlossberg, 

Thank you for removing the image, we really appreciate that. However our client still needs to be compensated for the 
Unlicensed use. Our client has rights to statutory damages. Statutory damages means that the statute itself 
determines what the damages award would be depending on the situation. For UNINTENTIONAL infringement, the 
statute gives the court the discretion to award anywhere from $750 - $30,000. If the infringement is found to be 
INTENTIONAL the court may award up to $150,000. Additionally, the court would likely award court costs and 
attorneys fees, which can really add up. Our client is assuming that it was done unintentionally here which is why we 
are trying to handle it this way, as opposed to simply filing a lawsuit in court. If you are not familiar with how copyright 
law works our attorneys have advised that it may be best for you to talk with an attorney that is well versed in 
copyright law. Our client is willing to negotiate the initial demand offer. Do you have an good-faith offer you would like 
us to present to our client for consideration? 

Thank you,  
Shannon Quarles 
Claims Resolution Specialist  
Copyright Division 
Direct Line: 657-229-6219 
Law Offices of Higbee & Associates ( http://www.HigbeeAssociates.com ) 
1504 Brookhollow Dr. Suite 112, Santa Ana, CA. 92705 
Phone: (800) 716-1245 ext-190 -  Fax: (714) 597-6559 

<images.png>
[Quoted text hidden]



Kevin Schlossberg 
<spark@bladeforums.com>

Copyright (Legal) - Blade Forums - Quang-Tuan Luong - Case 531094 
Mon, Apr 8, 2019 at 5:44 PM

Kevin Schlossberg <spark@bladeforums.com>
To: Shannon Quarles <squarles@higbeeassociates.com>

Your supervising attorney should already be aware of the Perfect 10 v Google ruling that shows hotlinking images does not 
constitute copyright infringement, and since the image was not stored on our site at any point, but (as your own letter states) 
is stored on terragalleria.com, your claims are false:
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?q=Perfect+10,+Inc.+v.+Amazon.+com,+Inc.,+508+F.+3d+1146+(9th+Cir.
+2007)&hl=en&as_sdt=40006&case=9280547131690965273&scilh=0 
Your supervising attorney should also be aware of Fair Use, which is codified under US law.

Congress codified the common law of fair use in 17 U.S.C. § 107, which provides:
Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 106 and 106A, the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by 
reproduction in copies or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes such as criticism, 
comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an 
infringement of copyright. 

The post cited clearly shows that the picture was used to provide an example of what a "burl" is for the purpose of educating 

others. 

Last, your opinion regarding DCMA protections is noted & disregarded.  

If you proceed in further harassment, we will take action including notification of the CA State Bar, CA Attorney General, 

FTC and other respective agencies.  

[Quoted text hidden]

http://terragalleria.com/
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_case?q=Perfect+10,+Inc.+v.+Amazon.+com,+Inc.,+508+F.+3d+1146+(9th+Cir.+2007)&hl=en&as_sdt=40006&case=9280547131690965273&scilh=0


Kevin Schlossberg 
<spark@bladeforums.com>

Copyright Case 531094 - Blade Forums - Quang-Tuan Luong 
Tue, Apr 9, 2019 
at 1:29 PM

Theodore Sell <tsell@higbeeassociates.com>
To: spark@bladeforums.com
Cc: Shannon Quarles <squarles@higbeeassociates.com>

Mr. Schlossberg,
I have reviewed your correspondence with my assistant Shannon and need to set some matters straight.  
I am aware of Perfect 10 v. Google, as well as the more recent and more precedential VHT, Inc. v. Zillow Grp., Inc., No. 
17-35587 (9th Cir. Mar. 15, 2019).  Unfortunately, the case law does not protect your use.  The 9th Circuit Court of 
Appeals purposefully ruled in VHT to clear up some misconceptions about the use of thumbnails as well as hot linking.  Id 
at *28 (Thumbnails and linking “improve[s] access to images on the internet and their related web sites" by "index[ing]" the 
internet and linking to the original source image generated in the search results”), citing Kelly v. Arriba Soft Corp., 336 F.3d 
811, 815-16, 818 (9th Cir. 2002).  The use of thumbnails and linking is limited to use in legitimate, actual search engines.  
Id at *29.  A key distinction is the size of the universe of users having access to a thumbnail image and also link to original 
source material with the other key distinction is that legitimate search engines “crawl” the web.  Id at *31-32.  Here, your 
use of my client’s image only achieve, purportedly, a link to his site but the image was neither a thumbnail nor was the 
image placed as a result of an internet crawl, but intentionally and purposefully.  Your use is then an infringement without 
excuse as the use did not fulfill the requirements to be a legitimate “hot link”.  
As for your Fair Use defense, I will only note that your website is not associated with an actual institute of education, such 
as a school.  Therefore, and without any further analysis provided to analyze, the use is not remotely associated to fair 
use.
It would not be wise for you to disregard your failure to avail yourself to the Safe Harbor provisions of the DMCA.  To 
receive protection under the DMCA safe harbor, a party “must meet a set of threshold criteria.” Viacom Int'l, Inc. v. 
YouTube, Inc., 676 F.3d 19, 27 (2d Cir.2012). Among these criteria are requirements that the party qualify as a “service 
provider,” as defined in the statute; adopt and reasonably implement a “ ‘repeat infringer’ policy”; and “accommodate 
‘standard technical measures' that are ‘used by copyright owners to protect copyrighted works.’ ” Id. (quoting 17 U.S.C. § 
512(k)(1)(B), 512(i)(1)(A)-(B), (i)(2)).  BWP Media USA Inc. v. Hollywood Fan Sites LLC, 115 F. Supp. 3d 397, 399-0 
(S.D.N.Y. 2015).  Here, you did not register a DMCA agent with the US Copyright Office until yesterday, April 8, 2019.  As 
such, you cannot escape liability for any infringement occurring prior to that date.  BWP Media USA Inc. v. Hollywood Fan 
Sites LLC, 115 F. Supp. 3d 397, 400-1 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (“A service provider cannot retroactively qualify for the safe harbor 
for infringements occurring before the proper designation of an agent under the statute”). 
Rest assured, there is no harassment in this matter.  Simply put, you violated federal law by infringing my client’s copyright 
for which compensation will be made, either through settlement or litigation.  If you feel the need to contact any legal 
authority, please be sure to let them know that we contacted you about your violation of the law and my client’s property 
rights; rest assured, we will as well as we have done so before with other, previous complaints.
Respectfully,
Theodore (Ted) W. Sell, Esq.
Colorado Bar No. 44157
Attorney at Law - Copyright Division  
Law Firm of Higbee & Associates  
1504 Brookhollow Dr. Suite 112 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 
mailto:tsell@higbeeassociates.com 
Phone: (657) 229-6215
This electronic mail message and any attachment is confidential and may also contain privileged attorney-client 
information or work product. If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible to deliver it to the intended 
recipient, you may not use, disseminate, distribute or copy
this communication.  If you have received the message in error, please immediately notify us by reply electronic mail or by 
telephone and delete this original message. Thank you very much.
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